
Hey [FIRST_NAME], 

 

You know what we both have in common (besides being humans)? We both share the same 

entrepreneurial vision – about making ideas happen. 

 

At Being Entrepreneur, we are all about growing and motivating the entrepreneurial spirit that 

drives us all. And we want to inspire the coming generation of entrepreneurs by sharing the 

experiences of those who’ve done it… you know failed, scraped knees, got up, dusted and went 

to get that again. Yep! We’re talking about you! 

 

We want to share your stories, your struggles and successes with the world. 

 

Which is why we came out with our podcast, B.E. Connect — where idea-generators and 

go-getters (like you!) connect with the amazing community (consumers, investors, partners, 

suppliers, or even followers) via video stories. 
 

Why Video? 

Because (1) every business should have a face; and (2) we believe in forging strong connections. 

Getting to know a person and their business via videos helps build that connection and trust. 

(Also because videos speak, images don’t and we prefer a video call any day over a boring 

phone-call, unless it’s our food delivery 😅 ). 
 

And we’d be absolutely honored if you grace our show with your esteemed presence. We 

know... Who talks like that these days unless it’s robotic automation from last decade?! 

 

But, yeah, we’d really love to host you on our podcast and share your journey with the world – 

that inspires the coming generation of entrepreneurs, fires them up to keep going at it and 

carries the legacy ahead. 

 

Super-pumped to get a positive response from you. Until then, 

 

Keep inspiring, 

Jivitesh & Vinamra 

 

SUBJECT LINES: 

 

1) Ready to share your legacy with the world? 

2) We’d love to host you on our podcast and share your amazing story with the world ⭐  

3) We’d love to know your entrepreneurial story! 


